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Abstract: We numerically demonstrate one-way zero reflection using the transfer matrix method.
Using simulations, we adjusted the thickness of SiO2 layers in a simple SiO2-Au-SiO2 layer structure.
We found two solutions, 47 nm-10 nm-32 nm and 71 nm-10 nm-60 nm, which are the thicknesses
for one-way zero reflection at a wavelength of 560 nm. We confirmed it with reflection spectra,
where reflectance is zero for forwardly incident light and 2.5% for backwardly incident light at the
wavelength 560 nm, and thickness 47 nm-10 nm-32 nm.
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1. Introduction

Many physical systems have a Hamiltonian with Hermitian properties, these proper-
ties lead to real and orthogonal eigenvalues. Recently Hamiltonians with parity-time (PT)
symmetry have attracted a lot of interest because their eigenvalues are real below a certain
threshold but are complex above that threshold [1]. PT-symmetric systems have a potential
V(r) = V∗(−r). Such a system can also be realized in optics [2,3]. If the permittivity, ε,
of the system has symmetry such that ε(r) = ε∗(−r), then PT-symmetry can be realized
in an optical systems. Therefore, in order to satisfy PT-symmetry in optics, one should
consider optical gain and loss in the system which, in turn, means ε should be represented
as a complex number. This has been demonstrated many times in previous research [4–7].

One of the interesting phenomena in systems with PT-symmetry is the existence of an
exceptional point. Exceptional point exists at the threshold where an eigenvalue changes
from a real number to a complex number or vice versa. This behavior seems to be similar to
that seen with degenerate states. The eigen modes, however, coalesce at an exceptional
point. In other words, only one eigen mode can exist, which opens up the possibility of
one-way reflection. There has been lots of research that has used this exceptional point in a
variety of applications such as in single mode lasers or unidirectional reflectionlessness
among others [8–13]. Recent progress in developing exceptional point-based research is
well introduced in Ref. [14,15] and references therein.

Even though many physical systems use Hamiltonians to describe the physics at play,
this is not the only way to describe PT-symmetry. Any kind of system can be considered,
all that is required is that the PT-symmetry condition is satisfied. In optics, a scattering
matrix (s-matrix) is often used to describe optical phenomena. Therefore, an s-matrix is
also a candidate to describe PT-symmetric systems. One-way zero reflection has been
obtained using an s-matrix in previous research [16–18]. Even though the theory for zero
reflection comes from the use of an s-matrix, the reflection coefficient can be calculated with
other methods. For layered structures, it is convenient to use the transfer matrix method
(TMM) [19].

In this report, we use a three-layered structure that is composed of a metal layer
sandwiched between two dielectric layers to obtain one-way zero reflection. We selected
Au as a metal layer and SiO2 as dielectric layers which are favored materials in photonics
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research. Although there are demonstrations using Si-based structure [16,17], one-way zero
reflection using the metal-based layer structure may also find its applications in various
fields. By adjusting the thickness of the SiO2 layers, we obtain zero reflection for forwardly
incident light while we get a nonzero reflection value for backwardly incident light.

2. Simulation

Reflection and transmission were obtained using TMM for the layered structure.
The electric field relation between the mth layer and the (m + 1)th layer in the TMM is
as follows.(

E f
m

Eb
m

)
= Mm

(
E f

m+1
Eb

m+1

)
, (1)

Mm =

(
e−inmkdm 0

0 einmkdm

)(
1/tm,m+1 rm,m+1/tm,m+1

rm,m+1/tm,m+1 1/tm,m+1

)
, (2)

where E f
m(Eb

m) is the electric field of forwardly (backwardly) propagating light; nm and dm
are the refractive index and thickness of the mth layer, respectly; k is the wave number in
a vacuum; rm,m+1 and tm,m+1 are the reflection and transmission coefficients when light
propagates from the mth layer to the (m + 1)th layer. For normal incidence, the equations
for rm,m+1 and tm,m+1 follow when relative permittivity is 1.

rm,m+1 =
nm − nm+1

nm + nm+1
, tm,m+1 =

2nm

nm + nm+1
, (3)

where nm+1 is the refractive index of the (m + 1)th layer.
If the total number of layers is N and the electric field amplitude of incident light is 1,

when the propagation direction of incident light is forward, we can write a matrix form of
TMM as follows,(

1
r f

)
=

(
1/t0,1 r0,1/t0,1

r0,1/t0,1 1/t0,1

)
M1M2 · · ·MN

(
t f
0

)
, (4)

where r f , t f are the total reflection and transmission coefficients when the propagation
direction of incident light is forward. When the propagation direction of incident light is
backward, the relation is as follows,(

0
tb

)
=

(
1/t0,1 r0,1/t0,1

r0,1/t0,1 1/t0,1

)
M1M2 · · ·MN

(
rb
1

)
. (5)

In two port system, s-matrix can be expressed as s =

(
t rb

r f t

)
. Because PT-

symmetric system maintains reciprocity, t = t f = tb. Furthermore, corresponding eigneval-
ues are sn = t ±√r f rb. When either r f or rb is zero, two eigenvalues coalesce to form
exceptional points, i.e., the system has one-way zero reflection.

The structure for one-way zero reflection is depicted in Figure 1a. The structure
presented consists of a SiO2 – Au – SiO2 layers in vacuum. The thickness of the gold is
fixed at 10 nm. The reason for this is that Au is highly reflective in the visible wavelength
range. If the thickness of Au is too high, we cannot achieve coupling between the light in
the top SiO2 layer and that in the bottom SiO2 layer. On the other hand, if the thickness
of the Au is too low, we will no longer be able to achieve a continuous film with the Au.
The Au of 10 nm thickness is right above the percolation threshold [20]. The thicknesses
of the top and bottom SiO2 layers are denoted by d1 and d2, respectively. We adjusted d1
and d2 to achieve one-way zero reflection. The incident light from the left is denoted as
forwardly incident light; the incident light from the right, backwardly incident light.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of simulated structure. The three layers seen here are SiO2-Au-SiO2. We fixed the thickness of Au as
10 nm, and d1 and d2 are varied to achieve one-way zero reflection. Incident light coming from the left (right) is denoted as
forwardly (backwardly) incident light. (b) dispersion curve of Au. The data points marked with the black filled circles (•)
and the blue open circles (◦) are from Ref. [21]. Solid and dashed curves are lines of best fit. The black curves represents the
real part of ε, the blue curves represents the imaginary part of ε.

The relative permittivity, ε, is defined as ε =
√

n. The ε of SiO2 is 2.13. As the permit-
tivity of Au is strongly dispersive, its value changing with wavelength is not negligible so
one fixed value cannot be used for a range of wavelengths. We used ε of Au from Ref. [21].
Figure 1b shows the dispersion of ε as a function of wavelength. Blue represents the real
part of ε; black represents the imaginary part of ε. The data points marked with the filled
circles (•) and the open circles (◦) come from the reference, while the solid and dashed
curves come from interpolation with the spline method. The real part of ε is negative
because Au is a metal.

r f and rb are generally represented with complex numbers. Therefore, one can write
r f and rb in terms of amplitude and phase. Using phase gives a great advantage when
one is trying to find a zero for r f . As such, it is possible to find where r f = 0 by simply
observing the phase of r f because there will be a 2π phase change around the value
zero [22]. We continuously adjusted d1 and d2 from 20 nm to 100 nm to find the phases of
r f and rb.

Figures 2a,b show the false color images of the phases of r f and rb respectively,
when the wavelength λ of the incident light is 560 nm. The colors indicate the phases
of r f and rb. One can see that the phase changes by 2π, i.e., the color changes from the
darkest blue to the darkest red, if we move counterclockwise around the bottom-left point
P1 = (47 nm, 32 nm) of the dark line and around the top-right point P2 = (71 nm, 60 nm) of
the dark line, where the first and second numbers correspond to d1 and d2, respectively.
Therefore, we can see that r f becomes zero at P1 and P2. rb, however, does not go to zero at
P1 and P2 because there is no 2π phase change around those points in false color image
in Figure 2b. This indicates that one-way zero reflection has been realized at these points.
It is also possible to get more accurate values for d1 and d2 by increasing the resolution of
the false color image; this can be done by decreasing the scanning step, i.e., by reducing
the interval we increment d1 and d2 while creating these false color image. Note that rb
goes to zero at PT

1 = (32 nm, 47 nm) and PT
2 = (60 nm, 71 nm), where PT

1 (PT
2 ) is transposed

of P1 (P2). This is because the Au layer is embedded with the two SiO2 layers.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. The false color image showing the phases of r f (a) and rb(b). (a) r f = 0 at P1 = (47 nm, 32 nm) and P2 = (71 nm,
60 nm) because a phase change of 2π occurs around these points. (b) rb = 0 at PT

1 = (32 nm, 47 nm) and PT
2 = (60 nm, 71 nm),

where the first and second numbers correspond to d1 and d2, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion

In order to confirm one-way zero reflection, we calculated the reflectance of the
simulated structures: SiO2(32 nm)-Au(10 nm)-SiO2(47 nm) and SiO2(60 nm)-Au(10 nm)-
SiO2(71 nm). Reflectance is defined as the square of the absolute value of the reflection
coefficient. Therefore, with forwardly incident light the reflectance is |r f |2, for backwardly
incident light it is |rb|2. Figure 3a shows the reflectance as a function of wavelength for
d1 = 32 nm and d2 = 47 nm. The blue solid curve is for the reflectance of forwardly
incident light, the black dashed curve is for the reflectance of backwardly incident light.
The numerically calculated reflectance is less than 10−5 for forwardly incident light while it
is not zero but 2.5% for backwardly incident light at λ = 560 nm. These results confirm that
we have one-way zero reflection at λ = 560 nm, which agrees with our simulation results
presented in Figure2. Figure 3b shows the transmittances of |t f |2 (|tb|2) for forwardly
(backwardly) incident light. The blue solid curve shows the transmittance of forwardly
incident light; the black dashed curve shows the transmittance of backwardly incident light.
The blue solid and black dashed curves overlap exactly, which means the transmittance for
forwardly incident light is the same as for backwardly incident light.
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Figure 3. Reflectance and transmittance for a structure with d1 = 32 nm and d2 = 47 nm (a) Reflectance of forwardly
incident light (blue solid curve) and backwardly incident light (black dashed curve) as a function of wavelength. Only
reflectance of forwardly incident light becomes zero at λ = 560 nm. (b) Transmittance of forwardly incident light (blue solid
curve) and backwardly incident light (black dashed curve) as a function of wavelength. The transmittance is the same for
both forwardly and backwardly incident light.
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Figure 4a shows the reflectance as a function of wavelength for d1 = 60 nm and
d2 = 71 nm. The blue solid curve shows the reflectance of forwardly incident light;
the black dashed curve shows the reflectance of backwardly incident light. The numerically
calculated reflectance is less that 10−5 for forwardly incident light while it is not zero but
1.4% for backwardly incident light at λ = 560 nm. These results confirm that we achieve
one-way zero reflection at λ = 560 nm. Figure 4b shows the transmittance. The blue solid
curve shows the transmittance of forwardly incident light, the black dashed curve shows
the transmittance of backwardly incident light. The blue solid and black dashed curves
overlaps exactly.

The reflectance and transmittance results indicate that the absorption is different for
forwardly and backwardly incident light because Re f lectance + Transmittance+
Absorption = 1. Figure 5 shows the absorption spectra of forwardly incident light (blue
solid curve) and backwardly incident light (black dashed curve) as a function of wave-
length for d1 = 47 nm and d2 = 32 nm (a), d1 = 60 nm and d2 = 71 nm (b). In both cases,
absorption is higher for forwardly incident light compared to backwardly incident light.
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Figure 4. Reflectance and transmittance for a structure with d1 = 60 nm and d2 = 71 nm (a) Reflectance of forwardly
incident light (blue solid curve) and backwardly incident light (black dashed curve) as a function of wavelength. Only the
reflectance of forwardly incident light becomes zero at λ = 560 nm. (b) Transmittance of forwardly incident light (blue solid
curve) and backwardly incident light (black dashed curve) as a function of wavelength. The transmittance is the same for
both forwardly and backwardly incident light.
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Figure 5. Absorption spectra of forwardly incident light (blue solid curve) and backwardly incident light (black dashed
curve) as a function of wavelength for a structure with d1 = 47 nm and d2 = 32 nm (a), d1 = 60 nm and d2 = 71 nm (b).
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4. Conclusions

We used TMM to simulate one-way zero reflection through an insulator-metal-insulator
(IMI) structure. We used SiO2 for the two outer insulator layers and Au for the middle
metal layer. By examining a range of thicknesses for both the SiO2 layers with the 10-nm
Au layer at λ = 560 nm, we found two pairs of thicknesses that produced one-way zero
reflection: d1 = 47 nm (60 nm) for the top layer and d2 = 32 nm (71 nm) for the bottom
layer. We also confirmed one-way zero reflection using reflectance spectra. The reflectance
becomes zero for forwardly incident light, while it is not zero for backwardly incident light.
The reflectance of backwardly incident light is higher when d1 = 47 nm and d2 = 32 nm
compared to when d1 = 60 nm and d2 = 71 nm.

Even though we used a metal as the absorption material, any material with absorption
could be used to achieve one-way zero reflection, such as silicon demonstrated in prior
research with various configurations [16,17]. IMI structure proposed in the context of
one-way zero reflection may be adapted in optical fiber-based biosensors to investigate
the possible increase of light coupling to the sensing region [23]. One-way zero reflection
has great potential when applied in systems where no reflection is important, such as in
solar cells.
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